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THE FRESHMAN CLASS IN HARMONY

SKETCHES FOR BRASS QUINTETTE . . . . . . . . . LARRY BOYD
HYMNS: "PARACLETE, ANOINTED"

VARIATIONS ON A NURSERY TUNE . . . . . . . BOB BYBEE
HYMNS: "LORD, WE ASK THEE"

OCARINA (FOR TWO CELLOS) . . . . . . . . . . . KAREN BEST
HYMNS: "STRONG SON OF GOD"

SPRING SONG (FOR PIANO) . . . . . . . . . . . MARY MORTON
HYMNS: "BE TRUE AND LIST THE VOICE WITHIN"

PRELUDE AND FUGUE IN A MAJOR (ORGAN) . . . CARMEN TURNER
HYMNS: "O THOU IN ALL THY MIGHT"

THE SLEEPING COWBOY (VOICE) . . . . . . . RICH HILL
HYMNS: "FAITH OF OUR FATHERS"

PRELUDE IN F SHARP MINOR (PIANO) . . . . MARYELLEN HANSEN
HYMNS: "ADORATION"

PRELUDE (ORGAN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . JOEL KLINGENSEIVER
HYMNS: "PRAISE THE LORD"

DARK CAPRICE (TROMBONE) . . . . . . . . . . HARRY BETTS
HYMNS: "IN THE BLEAK MIDWINTER"

QUARTETTE IN B MINOR (FOR STRINGS) . . . . BARBARA PIPKIN
HYMNS: "O MASTER, LET ME WALK WITH THEE"

FROM DEPTHS OF WOE (VOICE) . . . . . . . . . DENISE JENSEN
HYMNS: "FOR THE BEAUTY OF THE EARTH"

LITTLE MOTET: "SING WITH PRAISE"
THE SOPHOMORE CLASS

MODAL QUARTETTE (FOR STRINGS)  ...  MARGARET FOOTE

TWO CHORALE HARMONIZATIONS
1. BACH STYLE
2. CONTEMPORARY STYLE

STRICTLY FOR FOUR (CLARINET QUARTET)  ...  JOE KANTOLA

CHORALEs:
1. BACH STYLE: "BLESSED JESUS, WE ARE HERE"
2. CONTEMPORARY: "FROM HEAVEN HIGH"

ORIGINAL COMPOSITION  ...  LURLENE BAKES

TWO CHORALE HARMONIZATIONS
1. BACH STYLE
2. CONTEMPORARY STYLE

CHORALEs:  ...  NORMA JEAN STEWLINGSON
1. BACH STYLE: "O SACRED HEAD"
2. CONTEMPORARY STYLE: "JESUS, PRICELESS TREASURE"

CHORAL PRELUDE ON "O SACRED HEAD" (FOR ORGAN)

CHORALEs:  ...  WALLIS BRAY
1. BACH STYLE: "JESUS, MY SOUL'S DELIGHT"
2. CONTEMPORARY STYLE: "COME, SWEET REPOSE"

SUITE FOR FOUR TROMBONES
1. ANDANTE, ALLEGRO, ANDANTE
2. ALLEGRO
3. CON SPIRITO
4. ALLEGRO CON Moto

CHORALEs:  ...  TOM HARRIS
1. BACH STYLE: "NOW THANK WE ALL OUR GOD"
2. CONTEMPORARY STYLE: "NOW THANK WE ALL OUR GOD"

BLOB (FOR ORGAN)

***

APPLlCIATION IS EXPRESSED TO ALL STUDENTS
ASSISTING IN THE STRING, BRASS, WOOD-WIND
AND VOCAL ENSEMBLE GROUPS.